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Non-Fiction – Conscious Solutions:
Marrisingle: Growing from Chaos - How one woman learned to thrive on living
“married to” & “separated from” the Love of her Life! by Brenda Frantz… Writes Ms.
Frantz: “By telling my story, I’m giving myself the courage and confidence to share with you
the most intimate moments of my life and how I came to invent the term “Marrisingle.” This
term, rooted in my experiences, then became the basis for developing a unique stop-loss
relationships counseling and therapy program. It has become my life mission to help people
become empowered as individuals and as partners in relationships founded on love,
commitment and trust. (ISBN 978-0-9789611-4-5) $23.95 + S& H
A Rediscovery of Free Will: An Un-Doing, by Frederick J. Smith, M.D…. Have you had
your 10 “Hits of Joy” today? Have you had your 5 “Moments of Peace”? Is your intuition
running, and available to you? Are your ‘hunches’ reliable? Can you get yourself into the
‘zone’? Are you able to, each day, open your heart and let the love out, at least once,
without fear or caution? These and more, are the Practical Payoffs of investing your time,
energy, and focus in “a rediscovery of free will.” (ISBN 1-893302-98-9) $17.00 + S & H
Living with Soul: An Old Soul’s Guide to Life, the Universe and Everything, Vol. I,
by Tony Stubbs… Who are we? Where did we come from? Why are we here? Master teacher
and sage Tony Stubbs urges us to “go to the Source… look in the mirror.” In the first of a
two-volume compendium of comprehensive spiritual teachings, Stubbs expertly documents
his lessons and observations with excellent anecdotes, charts and other graphics. (ISBN 1893302-85-7) $27.95 + S & H
Living with Soul: An Old Soul’s Guide to Life, the Universe and Everything, Vol. II,
by Tony Stubbs… Learn how to work with energy and make it work for you by discovering
your own energy patterns or bio-rhythms. Explore reincarnation, death, grief, near-death
experiences, life on the “other side” and many other multi-dimensional experiences. Also
learn more about the coming U.S. disclosures concerning extraterrestrials, UFOs and many

over-ups that may have “Earth-shattering” repercussions for those who until now have been
unwilling to accept that “we are not alone.” (ISBN 1-893302-86-5) - $27.95 + S & H
Unveil the Past: Heal the Future through Hypnotherapy, by Doris Small Proiette, DCH,
Ph.D…. Amazing stories from Dr. Proiette’s clinical records about the healing power of past
life regression that reaffirms the power of the mind and the ability for every human being to
release themselves from unwanted feelings and belief systems. Dr. Proiette’s books
supports statistics that show Hypnotherapy as the leading technology for helping people
heal their issues of dis-ease and dysfunction. (ISBN 1-893302-96-2) - $19.95 + S&H
Portals to Higher Consciousness: Exploring the Spiritual Domain, by Norman D.
Livergood… What is the process that serious students use to actually realize—bring to
manifestation—their Higher Consciousness, “through which they are able to contact Reality
in a region of pure Truth.” If you’re interested in investigating higher consciousness, put on
your hiking clothes and join this spiritual expedition (1-893302-92X) $29.95 + S & H
Creation and Metempsychosis (The Evolution of the Soul): An Introduction to the
“Psychological Key of Man,”edited and compiled by Q. Dean Sloan… A compilation of
theosophical metaphysics that provides the technical metaphysical rationale for Creation
itself, as well as Creation of the human soul (“crown chakra”) and is based on the
psychology of the 7 rays. “The ‘petals’ in the crown chakra unfold slowly over a long series
of lives, and we achieve perfection only when they have completely unfolded.” (ISBN 1893302-90-3) $36.95 + S & H
The Perennial Tradition: Overview Of The Secret Heritage, The Single Stream Of
Initiatory Teaching Flowing Through All The Great Schools Of Mysticism, by Norman
D. Livergood… Like America, Awake, this book is another wake-up call. “It was written to
assist readers to awaken to the Higher Spiritual World.” In addition to providing a history of
the Western tradition of the Perennial Tradition, Livergood also describes the process that
serious students use to actually realize--bring to manifestation--their Higher Consciousness.
“Unless we become aware of this higher state, we face the prospect of a basically useless
physical existence and a future life--following physical death--of unpleasant, perhaps
anguished reformation of our essence.” (ISBN 1-893302-48-2) - $21.95 + S & H
Progressive Awareness: Critical Thinking, Self-Awareness & Critical
Consciousness, by Norman D. Livergood… how to avoid being manipulated by our
emotions and ideas and how to start thinking for ourselves; increase your skills for
understanding, critical thinking, self-awareness, critical consciousness, and enlightened
discernment. (ISBN 1-893302-80-6) - $19.95 + S & H
My Name is Esther Clara, by Laurel Johnson… Esther Clara’s lifetime spanned two world
wars and the inventions of electricity, telephones, automobiles, airplanes, radio, TV,
computers and many other conveniences that have become basic necessities of modern
American life. An authentic first-hand account of 20th Century rural America audio and
videotaped before her death and adeptly reconstituted by master storyteller and book
reviewer, Laurel Johnson. (ISBN 1-893302-89-X) – $16.95 + S & H

Romance Stew: The Way to a Woman’s Heart, by Becky Ruff . . . If you’ve ever tried to
cook up a man or woman in your life, you’re going to love Becky Ruff’s colorful description
of her multiple Cauldron Crashes. Today’s excess of Internet “match” websites provides
sizzling opportunities for relationships of every flavor. Like any women with a healthy
appetite, Ruff decides to taste them all. She regales the reader with her unpredictable
Kitchen Capers that keep manifesting the same fatal endings yet leave her feeling far from
being a femme fatale. (ISBN 1-9789611-0-2, 978-0-9789611-0-7) -$9.00 + S & H
Why Don’t You Love Me? I’m the Best Choice: Repairing Heartache, Finding the
Right Mate & Not Making the Same Mistakes the Next Time, by Debi Davis… Everyone
has a perfect mate waiting for them and it may not be the person you are trying to hold
onto now. Learn how to manifest that perfect partner… for you by clearly identifying the
qualities you’re looking for and making sure you show the world a true and honest portrait
of who you are. (ISBN 1-893302-91-1) $12.95 + S & H
The Compassionate Surgeon, by Joop Schokker, M.D. . . . Do you or someone you love
need an operation? Scared? Don’t know where to turn for advice? Let Dr. Joop Schokker
guide you through the process and answer such questions as: What should you expect
before, during and after surgery? What should you ask of, and expect from, your surgeon?
What can go wrong and how will your surgeon fix it? When is surgery unnecessary? What
are your chances of full recovery? (ISBN 0-963294-76-8) - $12.95 + S & H
Executive Parenting: Risks & Solutions for the Working Parent-What you may not
know . . . but will wish you did!,by Debi Davis & Ellen Sherman, Ph.D….Health expert
Debi Davis and Marriage and Family Counselor Dr. Ellen Sherman have combined their
knowledge and experience to deliver a comprehensive manual for child-rearing in the 21st
century. (ISBN 1-893302-93-8) - $19.95 + S & H
The Courage To Be Who I Am, by Mary-Margareht Rose… This book is rich with teachings
and anecdotes delivered with humor and humanness, by a woman who followed her heart
and learned to listen to her inner voice; in the process, transforming every obstacle into an
opportunity to test her courage to manifest her true identity. (1SBN 1-893302-13-X) $20.95 + S & H
The Making Of A Master: Tracking Your Self-Worth, by Jeanette O’Donnal… A simple
tracking method for self-improvement that takes the mystery out of defining your goals,
making a road map and tracking your progress. A book rich with nuggets of wisdom
couched in anecdotes and instructive dialogues. (ISBN 1-893302-36-9) - $14.95 + S & H
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